
PROGRAMMING WITH AN IDE

Configuring An Integrated Development Environment

with Solutions and Projects
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Presentation Notes
All modern development environments provide similar features and organize programs in pretty much the same way. These tools or programs are often called an Integrated Development Environment or IDE because they integrate or package many tools together in one system with a common user interface.



INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT 
ENVIRONMENT

• Visual Studio is an integrated development environment (IDE)

• Program editor

• Compiler system

• Debugger

• Dynamic syntax checker

• Program launcher

• More
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For example, most IDEs will include a text editor, a compiler, a debugger, and a dynamic syntax checker.



PROJECTS

• A project is a set of one or more files

• Must have one or more source code files (.cpp)

• May have zero or more header files (.h)

• Each project is a single program

• Don’t try to put multiple programs in a single project

• Exactly one function named “main”

• In Visual Studio, a project is a container – implemented as a directory or folder
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Real-world programs are often too large to conveniently manage in a single file. So, IDEs typically organize a program’s files as a project. The concept of a “project” is nearly universal and is used by Microsoft’s Visual Studio, Apple’s Xcode, and many Linux IDEs as well.Many of your first programming assignments often include multiple, small programs. Regardless of how many files are in a project, a project contains precisely one program. So, each of your projects must include just the code for a single program – nothing more and nothing less!



SOLUTIONS

• Solutions are also a container

• Contain one or more projects

• Implemented as a directory or 
folder

• Descriptive information contained 
in a .sln file
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Related programs are further grouped into solutions or workspaces. Microsoft’s Visual Studio uses solutions, while Apple’s Xcode uses workspaces. The Venn diagram illustrates the relationship between projects and solutions: each project has one or more source code files, and each solution or workspace has one or more projects.Throughout the textbook demonstrations, you may choose to have one project per solution or multiple projects contained in a single solution. Solutions and workspaces often contain a great deal of configuration and settings information that your instructor doesn’t need, so when you turn in an assignment, you’ll only turn in the source code. Therefore, how you organize your assignments and the examples that you write is entirely up to you.



SOLUTION FILE STRUCTURE
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Projects and Solutions or workspaces are logical containers. IDEs often implement these logical containers as physical directories or folders. The names of the directories correspond to the names given to the projects and solutions and replace the names “Project” and “Solution” appearing in the illustration. Visual Studio also includes two folders named “Debug.” The project Debug directory contains information that the IDE uses but is uninteresting to humans. The solution Debug directory contains all the executable files.The illustration does not show where the solution folder is placed in the computer’s file system. But you can specify that when you create the project and the solution.
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